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Represents management exclusively in every aspect of employment, 

benefits, labor, and immigration law and related litigation

800 attorneys in 57 locations nationwide

Current caseload of over 6,500 litigations 

approximately 650 class actions

Founding member of L&E Global

A leader in educating employers about the laws of equal opportunity, 

Jackson Lewis understands the importance of having a workforce that 

reflects the various communities it serves
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Ranked in the First Tier nationally in the category of Labor and 

Employment Litigation, as well as in both Employment Law and Labor Law on 

behalf of Management, in the U.S. News - Best Lawyers® “Best Law Firms”

Recommended in U.S. Legal 500 for Labor and Employment Litigation, Labor-

Management Relations and Workplace and Employment Counseling

Designated as a Powerhouse in both Complex and Routine Litigation in the 

BTI Litigation Outlook 2016: Changes, Trends and Opportunities for Law Firms

62 Jackson Lewis attorneys were named Leaders in Their Field by Chambers 

USA for 2015; 137 Jackson Lewis attorneys were selected for inclusion in the 

2016 edition of Best Lawyers in America
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57

Locations Nationwide*

*Jackson Lewis P.C. is also affiliated with a Hawaii-based firm





Scott is a Principal in Jackson Lewis’ Denver office.  His practice is 

focused on the use of Big Data in defending and preventing class and 

complex employment law litigation.

Scott works with a team of statisticians, computer programmers, data 

analysts, and attorneys to use cutting edge data analytics and 

statistical analyses to evaluate risk and legal strategies for employers. 

This team supports Jackson Lewis’ heavy docket of cases nationwide, 

including wage & hour class and collective actions, Equal Pay Act 

claims, EEOC systemic discrimination investigations, OFCCP audits, 

and RIF adverse impact analyses. 

Scott also focuses much of this time assisting employers with pro active 

“Self Audits” of company data, including pay analyses.  In these 

projects, Scott works closely with HR and legal to evaluate legal risks 

under the maximum protection of the attorney-client privilege. 
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THE MATERIALS CONTAINED IN THIS PRESENTATION

WERE PREPARED BY THE LAW FIRM OF JACKSON

LEWIS P.C. FOR THE PARTICIPANTS’ OWN REFERENCE

IN CONNECTION WITH THIS EDUCATION SEMINAR

ATTENDEES SHOULD CONSULT WITH COUNSEL

BEFORE TAKING ANY ACTIONS AND SHOULD NOT

CONSIDER THESE MATERIALS OR DISCUSSIONS

THEREABOUT TO BE LEGAL OR OTHER ADVICE.
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 How Big Data is Changing Discrimination Law

 Why Legal Insiders Are Watching People Analytics

• Disparate Impact Under Title VII 

• How Data Can Be Inherently Biased 

 The Growing Equal Pay Movement … And What 

That Means for Employers’ Data

 How to Protect Your Work With the Attorney-Client 

Privilege 
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 Discrimination laws surrounding data can be scary

 My goal is not to convince you to avoid analytics

 Rather, you should be aware of EEO issues so you 

are better prepared for meaningful data analytics

 The law has not yet caught up to data analytics

 People Analytics is a power vehicle – I’m not 

interested in slowing progress, but I would like to help 

construct guard rails to avoid accidents off steep cliffs  
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 Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

• Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964

• Equal Pay Act

 Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs 

(federal contractors)

 Employees

 Class Action Plaintiffs’ Attorneys
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 Gender

 Race/Ethnicity

 National Origin

 Age (Over 40+) 

 Protected Veteran

 Disabled

 LGBT

 Religion 

 State-Specific 

Protected Categories
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 HR databases make finding “hidden” issues easy –

“deep dive” analyses of thousands of employee files 

with a few keystrokes

 Incredible source of information to help predict 

success, reduce attrition, optimize operations, save 

money, etc.

 …but left unchecked, could be the “smoking gun” in a 

discrimination lawsuit, even if no one intended to 

discriminate 
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 Disparate Treatment – Intentional

• Giving preference based on race, gender, etc.

• Building a model to mask bias or preference

 Disparate Impact – Statistical; No Intent Required

• Facially neutral policy or practice has a statistically 

disproportionate impact on a protected group over time



Analysis Females Males
4/5th 

Rule

Standard 

Deviation

Female v. 

Male

2/10

.20

8/10

.80
.25 2.683

Female v. 

Male

10/50

.20

40/50

.80
.25 6.00

NOTE: A standard deviation of 1.96 or greater does not
mean discrimination, but shifts burden to employer to
defend selections
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 Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection 

Procedures (1978) – If employee/EEOC can show 

disparate impact ..

 Employer may “validate” by showing the practice 

was “job related and consistent with business 

necessity”

 But then, employee/EEOC may show there is an 

alternative practice that would obtain same targeted 

goal without disparate impact



 Job Related

• Predictive of job performance

• Must be based on your own jobs (no “off the shelf”)

 Consistent with Business Necessity

• Correlated to bona fide job requirements

 In theory, mining data on company employees to find 

attributes correlated with success in the company’s 

positions should be easy to validate



 Using protected category information in algorithms (e.g. 

factoring gender or age into “flight risk” analysis) 

 Even if protected information is excluded, the model 

could still produce a disproportionate impact over time 

(e.g. pre-employment test screens out minorities at a 

higher rate)

 Do the data reflect inherent biases? (e.g. performance 

scores; physical test results; conviction records)

 Disadvantaged groups may be unrepresented, while 

model assumes complete coverage – e.g. pothole 

complaint app for smartphones



 Giving preference to friends of employees – i.e. the 

employee referral problem) 

 Defining a “good” candidate as predicted to have long 

tenure could impact older workers, women

 Using proxies to mask discrimination 

• Geographic location

• Credit scores 

• Criminal convictions

• Preference to tech users

• University attendance 



Data Security

Employee Privacy / HIPPA Concerns

Fair Credit Reporting Act Compliance

ADA Accessibilities Issues

Wage & Hour Issues

 Pre-employment tests and workforce analytics can have 
a tremendously beneficial impact

 But building safeguards into the model may help ensure 
compliance with labor & employment laws
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 Pope Francis:  “Why is it taken for granted that 

women must earn less than men?  No!  The 

discrepancy is a pure scandal.”

 President Obama: “Women deserve equal pay.  

It’s 2016. It’s time.”

 Patricia Arquette: “It’s our time to have wage 

equality once and for all.”
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For every $1.00 paid to a man, 

how much is paid to a . . .
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Group Nationwide

Woman 79¢

African-American Woman 61¢

Hispanic Woman 55¢



 President Obama’s Equal Pay Initiative

• Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act

• Equal Pay Task Force

 EEOC’s National Strategic Enforcement Plan

• “The EEOC will target compensation systems and 

practices that discriminate based on gender.”

 EEOC’s “Equal Pay Report” 

 OFCCP Heightened Requirements in Audits

 States Laws on Fair Pay & Pay Transparency
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 Adds W-2 Earnings and Work Hours to annual 

EEO-1 reports

 Required for employers with at least 100 employees

 EEOC and OFCCP will use data to select employers 

for targeted equal pay investigations

 EEOC will publish pay data by industry and 

geography for employers to “benchmark” against

• Who else can use the pay data?  Unions, plaintiffs, 

competitors, the press . . .  
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 Applies to wage rate differences between sexes. . . 

 . . . working at the same establishment . . . 

 . . . doing “equal work”

 Employers have an affirmative defense if based on:

• A seniority system,

• A merit system,

• Quantity or quality of work, or

• Any factor other than sex

 Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act – “paycheck rule”



 Applies to wage rate differences between sexes. . . 

 . . . working at the same establishment . . . 

 . . . doing “equal work” “substantially similar work”

 Employers have an affirmative defense if based on:

• A seniority system,

• A merit system,

• Quantity or quality of work, or

• Any factor other than sex, but only if job related and 

consistent with business necessity



 Prohibits wage rate differences between sexes for 

“the same or substantially similar work”

• Based on skill, effort and responsibility

• Performed under similar working conditions 

 Applies to ALL employers (recent amendment)

 Not just back pay; civil fines also available

 Civil rights group say not tough enough because 

employers may point to any non-discriminatory 

factor to explain



 Bigger comparator groups

• “Equal” work vs. “substantially similar” work 

 Limiting how we can explain pay differences

• “Any factor” vs. job related factors only

 “Total Compensation” – not just base pay rates

 Pay Transparency laws



 New rule – no discouraging employees/applicants 

from asking about or disclosing pay information

 Rooted in Lilly Ledbetter case

 Idea is to change corporate culture to encourage 

employee conversations about pay

 If employees are openly discussing pay with their 

colleagues, they can better assess whether they are 

paid fairly
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 “Equal Pay” has become a national movement

 If sued for pay discrimination, your only line of 

defense is your data

 Employers generally have the burden of proving that 

pay is tied to legitimate, non discriminatory factors

 Under most laws, courts only look at statistically 

significant differences … but that is changing
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 Job Title

 Tenure

 Time in Position

 Level of Responsibility

 Department

 Geographic Location

 Performance 

 Prior Experience

 Education

 Special Skills

 Certifications

 Prior Salary

 Market at Time of Hire
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 Do we currently maintain the data necessary to 

explain pay differentials?

 Are our pay decisions based on legitimate, non-

discriminatory factors?

 How much discretion do our managers have to 

make pay decisions?

 When was the last time we analyzed our data for 

equity issues?
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 Review current pay policies and practices to 
ensure pay is being based on bona fide factors

 Review your job descriptions to determine who 
may compare themselves to whom

• Consider adding notes on skill, effort, responsibilities, 
working conditions

• Adjust descriptions to bolster differences in positions

 Examine what data are being recoded on factors 
that impact pay differences

 Conduct Pay Analyses under attorney-client 
privilege 
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 When a lawsuit is filed, the parties are required to 

exchange relevant information …

… unless it is protected from disclosure by the 

attorney-client privilege

 Attorney-Client Privilege applies:

• To communications (not underlying facts or data)

• Between attorney and client (or in house legal counsel and 

company employees)

• Concerning legal advice
42



 Because statistical discrimination is becoming such 

a hot topic, it is critically important to get Legal 

Counsel involved early

 Plaintiffs/EEOC are asking for copies of data 

analyses and evaluations in lawsuits/investigations

• In 2016, employers are expected to be analyzing their data 

for potential discrimination

• What’s worst?  Saying “here is our analysis” or saying “we 

don’t look at pay equity?”

 Shareholders and “activist investors” want to 

publicize diversity & inclusion statistics 
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 The Attorney-Client Privilege can extend to 

communications with third party experts

• Expert must be working for attorney (even if client pays)

• The work must help attorney provide legal advice

• If using consultant groups, counsel should direct project 

and be recipient of all reports/communications

• Mark communications “privileged & confidential”

 In House Legal Counsel plays a complicated role

• Wears many hats – business advice is not protected

• For privilege to apply, counsel must be providing company 

legal advice
44



Not Privileged                    Argument for Privilege Privileged

No Attorney Involvement

In-House Counsel (on surface)

In-House Counsel (substance) 

Outside Counsel (on surface) 

Outside Counsel (substance) 
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